
Luceplan
Fortebraccio Table and Wall Switch
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recessed light

table clamp

wall mounting

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Italy

Manufacturer Luceplan

Designer Alberto Meda, Paolo Rizzatto

Year of design 1998

protection IP20

Scope of delivery Leuchtmittel/Bulb

voltage suitability 110 - 240 Volt

material polycarbonate, steel

socket/light fixture E27

switchability on the light head

Power (max. Watt) 70 Watt

Shade diameter 16 cm

Arm length 44 + 36 cm

light distribution directly

Description

The Luceplan Fortebraccio Table and Wall with switch is available in different
versions: with a wall mounting, as a recessed lamp for the table or with a
clamp. The lamp with wall mounting is equipped with a universal joint, with
which the light can also be used as a surface-mounted lamp for the table. Even
on oblique surfaces, it can be installed in this way. The recessed light is
mounted into the table with a fixing pin, while the clamp light can be attached
to a table or a shelf and can be reattached at any time.

In addition to this version, the Fortebraccio is also available as table lamp with
table base (Fortebraccio Table). The Fortebraccio table and wall light is flexible
because its two arms can be rotated and adjusted independently of each
other with the central joint. One arm is 44 cm long, the other arm has a length
of 35.5 cm. The light can be directed freely by the handle on the head. An on /
off switch is also installed on the lamp head. The table and wall light is
available in the surfaces white, black soft touch and metal. The universal joint,
the clamp as well as the fixing pin for the recessed light are always metallic.
The designer duo Meda & Rizzatto created the Fortebraccio Tavolo Parete
1998.
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